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Rohde & Schwarz Philippines

ln view of the present situation brought by the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Pre-bid Conference for
the "Procurement of one (1) lot Multiband Network Scanning Receiver and Post Frocessing Tool" was
held through online Google Meet and called to order at 1O:00 AM of July 23, 2AZA presided by Maria
Luisa A. Ditan, BAC Chairperson.

This platform was approved by the Resident Auditor, Ms. Pamela M. Macaraig who did not
participate but observed the actual video online conference in the office.



Highlights of the Discussion:

The BAC Chairperson introduced herself and announced the Approved Budget of the Contract
{ABC}. then presented the Project Description.
Ms' Jennifer D Marquez, Head - BAC Secretariat made the roll-call of all BAC Members, BAC
Secretariat and BAC TWG for attendance. She also introduced the prospective bidder. And there
being with a quorum, the BAC proceeded with the conduct of pre-bid conference.
The Chairperson asked the Bidder's Representative Mr. Daniel Domingo, if he is willing to proceed
directly with the discussion and replies on his queries and omit the formal presentation of the
Project Description, Specifications and Requirements.
The bidder's representative Mr. Domingo agreed and further explained that he is anyway very
familiar with the project description, specifications and requirements since Rohde & Schwarz
Philippines already supplied the equipment to the majority of the regional offices of the NTC.
As a backgrounder, Rohde & Schwarz Philippines, thru Mr. Daniel Domingo already sent queries
and clarifications/suggestions thru e-mailto BAC Secretariat. ln view thereof, The BAC conducted
an initial meeting prior to the Pre-Bid Conference to discuss the matters. Below 4re the issues
sent as per Bid Documents and the corresponding clarificationsfamendments/modifications from
the BAC:

2.

3.

4.

5"

rssuEs CTARIFICATIONS I AMENDMENTS /
MODIFICATICIITS

Item 8. Be able to detect different
channels in a specific frequency band
automatically in order to identify how
many channels are used in a cell site.

Suggest to add in ltem 8: By only using the
scanner (with antenna) and software and
without the use of external tools like
mobile phone

The BAC agreed with the suggestion and will issue
a Supplemental Bid Bulletin.

2. ltem 9. Test software and scanner to have
the capability to locate the position of the
cell site based on specific channel
frequency and Radio Access Technology

{RAr}.

Suggest adding on ltem 9: By only using
the scanner {with antenna} and software
and without the use of external tools like
mobile phone. Must be able to show
location during measurement mode and
not in post processing

{The BAC clarified with the prospective bidderthat
measured data during test measurement must be
shown and can be saved.)

The BAC agreed with the suggestion and will issue
a Supplemental Bid Bulletin.

3. Extend delivery period from 60 days to 90
days - For Section Vl - Schedule of
Requirements tThis is the standard
delivery for the scanner and SW and due
to the pandemig it will be harder to have
earlier delivery).

The BAC granted the request of the bidder to
extend the delivery period from 60 days to g0 days
and will issue s Supplemental Bid Bulletin.



4. Suggest to add in Annex: Winning bidder
must have local service center and be ISO

L7425 as a first line of support when it
comes to troubleshooting or repair

The BAC agreed that there should be a local
service center and but did not require ISO 17025
Certification. However, during post qualification,
should there a tie between two bidders, ISO
Certification will be considered a as a tie breaker.
A corresponding Supplemental Bid Bulletin will
also be issued.

5. Clarification: Should the winning bidder
still issue a retention bond even if they
issued a bank guarantee beforehand?
Because during bid, a bid securing
declaration is already given and once
awarded, a Bank Guarantee is also given.
Once the items are delivered, the item will
have 3 years warranty autcmatically and a
proof of warranty is given.

The BAC agreed that there is no need for the
winning bidder to issue a retention bond since
they are already required to issue Bank
Guarantee. A Supplemental Bid Bulletin will also
be issued.

6' Another query from Mr. Domingo," lf we will be buying the bid docs, can we pay via bank
transferfdeposit and have the copies be sent via courier?,,

The BAC Chairman said that they can pay via/transfer/deposit to the BAC Secretariat's accsunt
and will anly issue an Ackrowledgnlent Receipt for the payment.

7. Having no other matters for discussion, the pre-bid ccnference was adjourned at 1*:45 AM.
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